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”la Caixa” Foundation premieres an in-house production featuring more than
300 original pages by European and American artists

CaixaForum Madrid presents a
comprehensive new take on the history
of the Western comic book
•

Comic: Dreams and History, an exhibition featuring some of the
finest cartoons from the Western world, highlights the comic book
as both an ideal vehicle for reflecting on present and future and a
powerful medium for creating parallel realities and imaginary
universes.

•

Visitors will discover some 350 pieces, including more than 300
original pages by some of the world’s most famed comic book
artists. In a surprising and innovative exhibition design, moreover,
Comic will review the entire history of the genre from its beginnings
to the present day, with particular attention to its evolution in Spain.

•

The show will include masterpieces from comic book history by such
artists as Richard Felton Outcault, Winsor McCay, Milton Caniff, Hergé,
Claire Bretécher, Alex Raymond, Will Eisner, Frank Miller, John Romita,
Jack Kirby, Alan Moore, Moebius, Hugo Pratt, Quino, Francisco Ibáñez,
Laura Pérez Vernetti, Purita Campos, Juanjo Guarnido, Goscinny and
Uderzo, Alberto Breccia, Enki Bilal and Robert Crumb.

•

Leading Spanish artists have also contributed, creating illustrations
for the show. These include Paco Roca, María Medem and Ana
Galvañ, who designed the exhibition poster.

Comic: Dreams and History. Concept and production: Produced and organised by ”la
Caixa” Foundation. Curatorship: Bernard Mahé and the team at 9e Art Références, Paris.
Consultant: Vicent Sanchís. Dates: From 25 May to 28 August 2022. Open from 4 pm on
May 25. Place: CaixaForum Madrid (Paseo del Prado, 36).
@FundlaCaixa @CaixaForum #CaixaForumComic
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Madrid, 25 May 2022. Today, Elisa Durán, Deputy General Manager of
”la Caixa” Banking Foundation, Bernard Mahé, gallery owner and curator of the
show, and Isabel Fuentes, director of CaixaForum Madrid, presented Comic:
Dreams and History, an exhibition that explores more than a century of the history
of the Western comic as a mass medium.
In recent years, ”la Caixa” Foundation has focused particular attention in its
programmes on cultural manifestations that characterise the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. Now, after recent exhibitions devoted to fashion, video
games and tattoos, it is the turn of the comic book.
The comic has achieved a power of communication that no other medium could
easily match. For decades its cultural and artistic worth went unrecognised but,
gradually, comics have become established as a form of expression that, with
links to other arts such as literature, painting and film, has captivated millions of
people around the world, entering exhibition rooms and academic circles.
The exhibition Comic: Dreams and History
takes the visitor on a complete tour of the birth
and evolution of different types of comic books
in the Western world. Featuring examples of
the most outstanding comics in the history of
the genre in Europe and America, the show
explores the enormous artistry found in this
medium. The title alludes to the role played by
the comic book as both a vehicle for reflecting
on present and future and a powerful medium
for creating parallel realities, imaginary
universes, utopias and dystopias.

Jack Kirby. “From Beyond This Planet
Earth!”, Fantastic Four, no. 65, cover, Marvel.
1967. Indian ink on paper. Private collection

Humans have told stories through images
since prehistory. Sequential forms of
expression date back to cave paintings and
reappear again and again in Egyptian
hieroglyphs, medieval narrative paintings,
psalteries and books of hours and so on. The
comic book as we know it today, which
emerged with the mass print media in the
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twentieth century, features characteristic formal elements such as multiple
narratives and its own peculiar rhythms.
Since the Swiss artist Rodolphe Töpffer drew a series of amusing caricatures for
his students in the mid-nineteenth century and, later, when artists like Richard
Felton Outcault adopted the speech bubble as the norm, the comic strip has
held a mirror to reality, reflecting changes in society and, above all, in the different
pathways taken by the imagination. Comics also helped to cement societal
changes and anticipated many things to come, as we can see in this exhibition
through the work of such artists as George Herriman, Milton Caniff, Winsor
McCay, Alberto Breccia, Jean Giraud (Moebius) and Enki Bilal.
Comic: Dreams and History will both fascinate erudite readers – who will delight
in the hundreds of original pages from seminal works – and delight neophytes,
thanks to the show’s historical and educational approach to the genre.

Paco Roca. Ni están todos los que son… 2022

Participation of Spanish authors in the exhibition design
The exhibition presents the work of both great universal masters and classic
creators of Spanish comic books. The show opens with a drawing from Richard
Felton Outcault’s 1896 series The Yellow Kid, considered the first modern comic,
and reaches right up to the present day with the online comic Joselito, by Marta
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Altieri, which plays with all the possibilities offered by the digital world, including
the concept of infinite scroll.
Between these two works, visitors can discover more than 350 pieces, including
over 300 original pages by the most famous national and international
cartoonists. The exhibition brings together, as never before, many masterpieces
from the history of the comic book that in themselves amply justify the visit.
The show includes works featuring some of the best-known characters and
comics from all time. These include The Yellow Kid, by Richard Felton Outcault;
Little Nemo in Slumberland, by Winsor McCay; Terry and the Pirates, by Milton
Caniff; Tintin, by Hergé; Flash Gordon, by Alex Raymond; The Spirit, by Will
Eisner; Sin City, by Frank Miller;
The Amazing Spider-Man, by John
Romita; Watchmen, by Dave
Gibbons and Alan Moore; Arzach,
by Moebius; Corto Maltese, by Hugo
Pratt; and Mafalda, by Quino, with
original cartoons seen now for the
first time in Spain.
The exhibition also includes first
editions of magazines and books, as
Jean Giraud, Moebius. Cristal Majeur. Illustration, 1985.
well as digital reproductions. Leading
Indian ink and acrylic on paper. 9e Art Références, Paris
Spanish comic book artists were also
invited to contribute pieces expressly
created for the occasion. Paco Roca pays tribute to the history of the Spanish
comic book in a diorama featuring some of its greatest practitioners, and other
collaborators include María Medem and Ana Galvañ, who designed the
exhibition poster.
The innovative exhibition design of Comic: Dreams and History makes the visit
an immersive experience. Created by the set designer and playwright Ignasi
Cristià, the exhibition narrative features reproductions of elements like the bed
from Little Nemo – the first great classic in the history of cartoons – and which
opens a door onto a world of fantasy; a large-scale reproduction of 13, Rue del
Percebe (13, Barnacle Street); and a set from Asterix featuring the main
characters in 3D alongside a huge illustration created especially for the exhibition
and containing all the characters from the popular French comic strip.
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The basis for the entire exhibition project is Bernard Mahé’s superb collection,
one of the largest in Europe, complemented by loans from many institutions and
private collectors, as well as from the artists themselves, in the case of Spanish
comic authors.
The exhibition will also be accompanied by a publication, a historical compilation
featuring a selection of masterpieces from the world of European and American
comics. Entitled Anatomía del cómic [Anatomy of the Comic], this work by
Damien MacDonald was produced in cooperation with the Flammarion publishing
house.
CaixaForum Madrid will also organise a season, entitled Life, in Pictures, aimed
at linking the comic book to other areas of culture and everyday life. The themes
include cuisine, with Roger Ortuño; pop music, with Luis Bustos; comedy, with
Nerea Pérez de Las Heras; and film, with Paco Plaza. The season is coordinated
by the cultural critic Mery Cuesta.
A journey through the history of comics with eight stops
Divided into eight sections, Comic: Dreams and History illustrates how the genre
began; how it flourished with the emergence of print media; the birth and myths
of the superheroes; the golden age of the French-Belgian comic book; the arrival
of modernity driven by Italy and Argentina; the fantasy comic boom; and the new
avant-garde that has emerged in recent years. All this, with particular attention to
the history of comics in Spain.
1. The exhibition begins with The
Yellow Kid, created by Richard
Felton Outcault. Considered the
inventor of the modern comic
strip, Outcault was one of the first
artists to use speech bubbles.
This first section then goes on to
illustrate the origins of sequential
storytelling
with
particular
Richard Felton Outcault, The Yellow Kid
attention to Winsor McCay, one
Illustration, New York Journal. 20 September 1896. Indian
ink on paper. 9e Art Références, Paris
of the pioneers of the modern
comic genre and the author of the
classic Little Nemo in Slumberland. Finally, tribute is made to several key
artists in the experimentation of the early years of the genre, including
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George Herriman and his Krazy Kat comic strip, and George McManus,
creator of Bringing Up Father.
2. The golden age of American comics was marked by the crash of 1929 and
the outbreak of World War Two. During this period, comic strips began to
lean more towards the everyday and a number of series were born that are
still very popular today. This second exhibition section features numerous
examples of new trend, including Popeye (Elzie Crisler Segar), The Shmoo
(Alfred Caplin), Dick Tracy (Chester Gould), Blondie (Chic Young) and
Gasoline Alley (Frank King). This period also saw the emergence of Disney,
with artists like Floyd Gottfredson, Al Taliaferro and Carl Barks, and the
adventure comic – featured here, particularly, are Prince Valiant and Tarzan,
by Harold Foster, and Flash Gordon, the creation of Alex Raymond.
We now reach a seminal moment in the history of the classical American
comic: Terry and the Pirates, created by Milton Caniff. This enormously
successful series had more than 200 million readers at one point. Besides
several originals from Terry and the Pirates, the exhibition also includes the
first page of another series that Caniff went on to develop, Steve Canyon,
perhaps one of the most analysed pages in history. This second section
closes with the work of another influential cartoonist, Will Eisner, who
created the famous character The Spirit in 1941 and helped to popularise of
the idea of the graphic novel.
3. That same period also saw the birth of the superhero, a new genre whose
enormous success went hand-in-hand with the appearance of a new
publication format: the comic book. Superman was the first, followed by
Batman, Wonder Woman, Captain America and so on. These superheroes
went through different stages, as their identity was shaped, until the 1980s:
split personality, dual identity and mutation. This section showcases original
pages by the first generation of superhero cartoonists, including Jack Kirby
(Captain America, Thor, The Fantastic Four), John Romita (Spider-Man),
John Buscema (The Avengers), Neal Adams (Batman) and Bill
Sienkiewicz (Elektra), as well as artists who led the radical renovation of the
superhero genre from the 1980s on – Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons
(Watchmen), Frank Miller (X-Men), Mike Mignola (Hellboy) and so on.
4. The history of comics in Spain began in the nineteenth century with pioneers
like Apeles Mestres and Ramón Cilla, going on to achieve enormous
popularity with magazines such as TBO (even today, many people in Spain
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refer to comics as “tebeos”) and artists
like Ricard Opisso, Manuel Gago and
Eduardo Vañó, known for his work on
Roberto Alcázar y Pedrín. Despite the rift
caused by the Spanish Civil War, the
publication of Francoist magazines like
Flechas y Pelayos continued. The
dictatorship saw the emergence of
adventure comics like El Guerrero del
Antifaz and El Capitán Trueno (Ambrós),
Bruguera’s exploration of the great
human comedy featuring work by the likes
of Francisco Ibáñez and Manuel
Vázquez, and children’s comics, read by
one and all, including TBO and Pulgarcito.
Ricard Opisso Sala, Almanaque TBO 1919.

In the 1960s, new trends and artists like Editorial Buigas. December 1918. Colección Lluís
Enric Sió, Esteban Maroto, Antonio Giralt. © Ricard Opisso, VEGAP, Barcelona, 2022
Hernández Palacios and Carlos
Giménez began to run rings around the implacable censorship that marked
the Franco dictatorship. This opened the door to the underground boom led
by Max, Miguel Gallardo, Nazario, Jordi Bernet, etc., and the emergence
of artists like Pili Blasco and Purita Campos, while the graphic novel also
found fresh impulse, adopting something more like the narrative style. All this
culminated in Blacksad, a noir series by Juan Díaz Canales and Juanjo
Guarnido.
5. After World War Two, two publications aimed at young readers triumphed in
France and Belgium: Le Journal de Spirou, by André Franquin; and Tintin,
by Hergé, from which the exhibition features five pages and original
drawings. A host of different authors, comic strips and storylines sprang up
around the work of these great artists, from The Smurfs to Pilote, a magazine
that was a hit from the first issue featuring Asterix, the iconic series by René
Goscinny and Albert Uderzo. The exhibition presents several original issues
from the 1960s, a period that is given centre stage in this section thanks to
the large-scale reproduction of an illustration from those times.
May’68 was a time of revolution that also saw the consolidation of the adult
comic book and authors like Claire Bretécher, Jacques Tardí and Jean
Giraud. This last is represented in the section by several pages from
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Blueberry, which he created before revolutionising the world of comics under
the pseudonym of Moebius.
6. Modernity flourished thanks to the combined influence of Italy and Argentina
and artists like Alberto Breccia, who revolutionised the graphic art. The
leading authors in the section include, on one side of the Atlantic, Quino –
several of his original comic strips will be seen for the first time in Spain
thanks to an extraordinary loan by the artist’s family – Horacio Altuna and
Juan Giménez; and, on the other, Sergio Toppi, Guido Crepax, Vittorio
Giardino, Andrea Pazienza and Milo Manara. Finally, with one foot in either
country, we reach Hugo Pratt and his immortal, unique Corto Maltese,
represented here by seven drawings.
7. The 1970s saw the appearance of the
first fantasy stories on both sides of the
Atlantic. Freed from censorship and
spurred on by libertarian currents from
’68, comic book artists were plunged
into a fever of creativity, re-writing the
map of relations between the comic
and other forms of expression. This
seventh section is devoted to creators
like Jeffrey Catherine Jones, Richard
Corben, Frank Frazetta, JeanClaude Mézières, François Schuiten
and, above all, Moebius: the room
features an original double page
illustration from Moebius’ series
Arzach, considered one of the greatest
Enki Bilal (art) and Pierre Christin (script).
masterpieces in the history of the
“La femme piège”, Nikopol, vol. 2, cover, Dargaud.
comic. The section ends with Enki
1986. Private collection
Bilal, yet another key figure. Born in
Yugoslavia but a French resident from
an early age, Bilal found fame through
his re-interpretation of historical
tragedy through the most radical science fiction.
8. The eighth and final exhibition section reveals the many pathways that have
opened up in the comic universe over the last 50 years. We begin with the
work of Will Eisner, who has been publishing what we now know as graphic
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novels since 1978. Themes, publication forms and formats really began to
change and diversify in the 1980s, with the appearance of mags and fanzines
like MAD, RAW, Weirdo and Tits & Clits, and artists like Robert Crumb, Art
Spiegelman, Charles Burns, Trina Robbins, Lynda Barry, Charles M.
Schulz and Frank Miller. The exhibition ends with a sample of new
experiments in comic essay or research paper, the expanded comic,
performative poetics, etc.
This section also casts a careful gaze at the current comic book scene in
Spain, as well as highlighting a selection of authors from the last few
decades, including Marta Altieri, Javier Olivares, Keko, María Medem,
Ana Galvañ, Marta Cartu, Luis Durán, Santiago Sequeiros, Ana Penyas,
Marcos Prió, Kim, Laura Pérez Vernetti, Pablo Auladell and Paco Roca.
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ACTIVITIES PARALLEL TO THE EXHIBITION
Literature season
LIFE, IN PICTURES
From 31 May to 21 June 2022
As a modern language, the comic has been with us for more than a century. One of the
key veins in the body of popular culture, cartoons were born as a form of entertainment
at around the turn of the twentieth century, since when the genre has become constantly
more and more enriched. Today, the comic book has been transformed into
autobiography, essay, political satire, period portrait and much more, as well as
demonstrating its ability to convey messages promoting different social or gender
perspectives.
The Life, in Pictures season takes its title from a key work by Will Eisner, one of the most
important authors in the history of comics. Aimed at linking the genre to other areas of
culture and everyday life, we propose to take comics off the paper and away from their
faithful band of readers to launch them into the joy of encounter and the experience of
life.
The season is coordinated by Mery Cuesta, a cultural critic, exhibition curator, teacher
and comic activist. As a critic, she has worked for the newspapers La Vanguardia and El
Mundo, and for Spanish national radio (Radio3 and RNE1). The curator of around thirty
exhibitions, she is currently the director of the Master's Degree in Illustration and Comics
at ELISAVA-Faculty of Design and Engineering of Barcelona, and a lecturer in
Contemporary Art at the Audiovisual Communication Faculty of Pompeu Fabra
University.
•

BOOK CLUB
We are innovating with the idea of the book club with a view to crossing the comic
with other areas of knowledge, other languages and other disciplines. These
combinations will enable us to “read” graphic novels from a new perspective.
Cuisine
Tuesday, May 31, at 6 pm
At this first session, gourmet and publicist Roger Ortuño discusses Oishinbo a la
carte, by Tetsu Kariya and Akira Hanasaki (published in Spain by Norma). And we
celebrate the opening of this season of activities with a sake tasting.
Pop music
Tuesday, June 7, at 6 pm
In this session, the illustrator Luis Bustos talks about POP: ¡No me quito esa canción
de la cabeza! (Astiberri Ed.-Caramba).
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Comedy
Tuesday, June 14, at 6 pm
At the third session, comedian Nerea Pérez de las Heras gives her opinion of the
work of the American cartoonish Alison Bechdel.
Film
Tuesday, June 21, at 6 pm
The fourth and final session welcomes film director Paco Plaza to discuss From Hell,
by Alan Moore and Eddie Campbell (published in Spain by Planeta de Agostini).
•

WORKSHOPS
SUPERHEROES AND VILLAINS
Workshop by Artur Laperla
Friday, June 10, at 5.30 pm / Saturday and Sunday, June 11 and 12, at 12 noon and
5.30 pm
The comic book scriptwriter and artist, author of the children's series Superpatata,
Félix y Calcita and 4 cobayas mutantes, will lead a practical workshop based on
various original comic pages selected from the exhibition Comic: Dreams and
History. Using a wide range of materials, the participants will construct two
creatures, a superhero and a villain, who will be the main characters in our own
comic. Recommended for ages 5 and over. Duration: 75 min.
MANGA NARRATIVE
Workshop by Studio Kôsen
Friday, June 17, at 5.30 pm
Participants at this workshop will discover the basic concepts of manga narrative, its
characteristic resources and its conception of the sense of reading and the
composition of the page. It also includes a practical exercise in which the pupils put
what they have learned into practice by creating a two-page script in the form of a
nemu or sketch. Recommended for ages 13 and over. Duration: 2 h.
Chibi and manga expressions
Workshop by Studio Kôsen
Saturday, June 18, at 11 am and 6 pm
The chibi style, characterised by its compact proportions and simplicity, is widely
used to illustrate comic, tender or “cute” situations. At this drawing workshop,
participants will learn the basics of this style, with the emphasis on facial
expressions. They will also discover the main comic resources of manga before
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finally creating their own chibi character. Recommended ages 8 and over. Duration:
2 h.
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EXHIBITION SECTIONS
The origins of sequential storytelling
In Europe, before making the leap to the album format, comics first appeared in
children's periodicals and satirical works. While England cultivated the caricature
(the legacy of the great engravers and cartoonists of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, such as William Hogarth and Thomas Rowlandson),
continental Europe leaned more towards moral tales and adventure stories. In
the mid-nineteenth century, the Swiss artist Rodolphe Töpffer introduced the idea
of the mythical, grotesque journey in search of some object, whether on a mission
or in stubborn pursuit of some quest, and featuring eccentric characters like
Monsieur Cryptogame.
Unlike the case of Europe, in the United States comics first appeared in the
mainstream press, aimed at attracting both children and adult readers. There was
also a great emphasis on the visual in order to reach the huge community of
immigrants who were not yet fluent in English. Joseph Pulitzer and William
Randolph Hearst, the two great newspaper tycoons, competed for the most
popular cartoonists and series. While the Sunday papers with their splendid
colour pages were more devoted to dreams and fascinating imaginary journeys,
in the dailies black-and-white comic strips depicted everyday life in American
society.
The golden age of American comics: From the Crash of ‘29 to World War
Two
Winsor McCay, George Herriman, Frank King and other artists such as Lyonel
Feininger opened the doors to experimentation and the visual avant-garde from
the pages of the Sunday newspapers, but the daily black-and-white comic strips,
focusing more on everyday life, soon became more popular among readers. After
the crash of 1929, moreover, the studio system took control: agencies like the
King Features Syndicate, created by William Randolph Hearst, and the Chicago
Tribune Syndicate heralded in the adventure comic which, providing an escape
from grinding reality during the Great Depression, enjoyed enormous popularity.
While such comic strips as Dick Tracy, created by Chester Gould, Elzie Segar’s
Thimble Theatre, and Al Capp’s Li’l Abner satirised the social situation in biting
humour, the “funny animals” genre also became popular, mainly thanks to
Disney, and adventure comics boomed: from the exotic acrobatics of Tarzan (by
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Harold Foster) and the science fiction of Flash Gordon (created by Alex
Raymond) to Milton Caniff’s lively characters. In Terry and the Pirates, moreover,
Caniff wrote a veritable history of World War Two, and launched a style, based
on his brilliant use of chiaroscuro.
Superheroes: the myth-making machine
The superhero genre owes its great success to the appearance of a new
publication format: the comic book. The heir to the cheap “pulp” magazine, with
its fantasy and detective stories, the comic book began to triumph in the United
States in the 1930s, firstly through reprints of comic strips and then with new
material aimed primarily at teenage readers.
The Great Depression saw the birth of the superhero. Superman, launched by
Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster in 1938, caused an immediate impression and was
soon followed by other “costumed heroes”, as they were then called. A mythology
was built up for each: Superman had his extraterrestrial origins; Batman was a
rich vigilante; Wonder Woman, a demi-goddess; and Captain America, the result
of scientific experimentation.
Comic books were the crucible in which Western mythology was rewritten, and
superheroes became the alter ego in people's everyday dreams as they passed
through the different stages that defined their identity up to the 1980s: split
personality, dual identity and mutation.
The comic in Spain: the human comedy and the signs of tragedy
In Spain, comics enjoyed enormous popularity from the mid-nineteenth century
onwards, both in publications for children and in satirical magazines. Cartoonists
like Apeles Mestres, Ramón Cilla and Mecachis, and publications like La
Campana de Gràcia, El mundo cómico and L'Esquella de la Torratxa paved the
way for a veritable boom in both magazines and authors in the twentieth century.
Opisso and Xaudaró, and En Patufet, Gente Menuda, Dominguín, Pulgarcito and
TBO were pioneering artists and publications that nurtured a caricature-style of
cartoon and a vocation for the universal. TBO even gave us the name by which
Spanish people still refer to comics: tebeos. Despite the great rift caused by the
Spanish Civil War, comics continued to flourish, with publications supported by
the fascist insurrectionists and published by National Youth Front including
Flechas y Pelayos (1938-1949) and, later, Clarín (1949-1956). The dictatorship
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years saw the emergence of adventure comics like Roberto Alcázar y Pedrín, El
Guerrero del Antifaz, El Capitán Trueno and El Jabato, Bruguera’s exploration of
the great human comedy and children’s comics, read by one and all: TBO,
Pulgarcito, Chicos, Jaimito and so on.
In the 1960s, new trends and artists began to run rings around the implacable
censorship, paving the way to the underground boom and the magazines of the
1980s, as well as the renewal of the graphic novel with its expanded format and
interest in narrative.
The golden age of French and Belgian comics
After World War Two, publications aimed at young readers began to triumph in
France and Belgium. These included two in particular, Tintin and Le Journal de
Spirou, fierce competitors, each of which had its own editorial line and created its
own different style: the Brussels School, characterised by Hergé’s clear line; and
the Marcinelle School, whose adherents included André Franquin.
Another important magazine first appeared in 1959. This was Pilote, enormously
popular from its first issue with Asterix, the iconic series created by René
Goscinny and Albert Uderzo. Pilote brought the comic book to wider audiences
and launched a new generation of cartoonists: Jacques Tardi, Jean-Claude
Forest, Jijé and Didier Comès, among others.
After 1968, another great revolution began. The adult comic book became firmly
established, broadening its horizons with new subject matter and new styles.
These radical and innovative publishing ventures gave birth to the likes of L’Écho
des Savanes, Métal Hurlant, Fluide Glacial and (À Suivre), among others.
Between Italy and Argentina. The birth of modernity in the comic book
In the world of the comic book, modernity flourished in Italy and Argentina before
emerging in the rest of Europe through France. The writer Héctor Germán
Oesterheld, his Frontera publishing house and the Frontera and Hora Cero
magazines led a charge towards experimentation in which Argentine authors
played a key role, as well as cartoonists who had recently arrived from Italy, such
as Hugo Pratt. Sagas that went on to become icons of comic book history in
Argentina, such as the Eternaut, created by Oesterheld and Solano López (and
drawings by Alberto Breccia in a section version), and works such as Sgt. Kirk,
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by Oesterheld and Pratt, revealed possibilities that were highly influential in the
development of the comic book genre.
Although his early style borrowed from Milton Caniff's chiaroscuro approach,
Alberto Breccia later drew on all the expressive possibilities imaginable to create
an atmosphere of fear, anguish and terror. And not only did his children Enrique
and Patricia Breccia adopt his style, but his influence can also be seen in the
work of such authors as José Muñoz and Frank Miller. On one side of the Atlantic,
Oesterheld, Breccia, Quino, Horacio Altuna and Juan Giménez; on the other,
Sergio Toppi, Guido Crepax, Vittorio Giardino and Andrea Pazienza. And,
between the two, Hugo Pratt and his immortal, innovative creation: Corto
Maltese.
The explosion of fantasy in the United States and Europe
The Comics Code Authority, created in the United States in 1954, and the law of
16 July 1949 passed in France on publications aimed at young people, restricted
both political dissent and the presence of sexual or violent content in comics. In
response to such impositions, the 1970s saw the rise of “comix” and underground
comics in the United States, fanzines that were often self-published and sold in
countercultural spaces, and, in France, magazines like L’Écho des Savanes,
Métal Hurlant, Fluide Glacial and (À Suivre).
Freed from censorship and encouraged by the libertarian current of '68, authors
plunged into creative effervescence and rewrote the map of relations between
the comic book and other expressive forms and mass social. Artistic freedom and
eclecticism drove creators of universes that went beyond the frontiers of their
genre or country to inspire several new generations. This room is dedicated to
such artists as Jeffrey Catherine Jones, Richard Corben, Moebius and Alejandro
Jodorowsky, Frank Frazetta, Jean-Claude Mézières and Pierre Christin, and
François Schuiten and Benoît Peeters.
Before the mirror: the intimate diary of the graphic novel
Like literature but unlike film, the comic is an immediate medium that requires no
production infrastructure. A new form of narration with complete freedom to tackle
any theme, beginning with the self, emerged. This was seen firstly in Harvey
Kurtzman's MAD magazine, then in fanzines like ZAP Comix, Weirdo and Tits &
Clits Comix, and later still in the work of Robert Crumb, Trina Robbins, Lynda
Barry, Melinda Gebbie and so on. Diaries, fragments of life, intimate confessions
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and previously unthinkable subjects – sexuality, gender identity, drug use, mental
illness – began to appear at the same time as new publication formats, such as
the graphic novel, whose length enables a total conception of the work, which is
no longer subject to the logic of the serial.
From the 1980s onwards, leading magazines like RAW in the United States
provided a home for a new avant-garde that revolved around authors such as Art
Spiegelman and Charles Burns. Later, towards the end of the twentieth century,
other collectives, including L'Association in France, created a new style of comic
book. Just as the experimentation of Chris Ware, Scott McCloud, Marc-Antoine
Mathieu, etc., prepared the ground for the comic-essay, a new generation of
authors like María Medem, Ana Galvañ, Laura Pérez, Marta Cartu and Marta
Altieri explored the possibilities of both paper and new resources such as infinite
scroll.
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